
HOW DOES IT WORK?

A SIMPLE GUIDE TO LIVE STREAMING YOUR SUNDAY

SERVICES USING STREAMYARD.COM

LIVE STREAMING

1 or 2 cameras connected to Wi-
Fi. Phones or tablets will work just
fine.

The in-house computer that projects
lyrics on screen connected to
internet/StreamYard.

A computer hardwired to the
internet to produce the service. This
is the computer logged into
StreamYard as the host.

2-4 people operating and producing
the live stream.

4 more additional cameras and
feeds can be included. Cameras
connected to computer as well as
sound from your soundboard can
be included as needed.

StreamYard is a free online live streaming studio that will make it
possible to hold services in your corps building while providing

a live feed to those unable to attend.

Contact us for more information:
Simon_Gough@can.salvationarmy.org
Marcus_Venables@can.salvationarmy.org

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Log into streamyard.com on
the host computer
Invite and send the
StreamYard link to the
cameras
Invite and send the
StreamYard link to the
powerpoint computer and
"share screen"
Host computer selects all the
camera angles and feeds
Live stream to Facebook or
YouTube

WHAT DOES IT COST?

FREE - The steps outlined here
are based on the free version of
StreamYard. This stream will
come with the StreamYard logo in
the top right corner.

$20/month - No StreamYard logo,
multiple streaming destinations,
backgrounds and more.
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A 6-digit authentication code will be sent to the email address
provided at the time of registration/log in.

NOTE :  StreamYard doesn't require a password when you sign
up. A new 6-digit code is sent every time you log in.

SIGN  UP

Go to www.streamyard.com to create an account.

STEP  1

STEP  2

LIVE STREAMING
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS



Selecting your stream destination is easy. If you want to stream to
YouTube, you can connect to this channel easily but always ensure
you have passwords and user names accessible.

SETTING  UP
BROADCAST

On your account dashboard you will see two tabs. Clicking “Create a
Broadcast” and selecting to “Skip, record only” gives you the chance to
roam freely in the broadcast studio without being live.

STEP  3

STEP  4

NOTE :  Computers connecting to StreamYard must use the
Google Chrome internet browser. Other browsers are
not compatible. Phones and tablets can use other
browsers such as safari, etc. S
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LIVE STREAMING
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS



Before entering the broadcast studio, StreamYard will preview your
camera and microphone. 

SETTING  UP
BROADCAST

After selecting your destination, create the title for your stream and
choose your privacy setting (public, unlisted, or private).

STEP  5

STEP  6

NOTE :  Even if you set up your stream without selecting a
destination at first, you can still go live at any point.
Additionally, even when you select your destination,
the stream won't go live until you decide inside the
studio.
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LIVE STREAMING
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS



Follow the same steps to enter the
broadcast studio on your phones.
Allow StreamYard to access your
camera and microphone. You can use
either front or back cameras. Both
horizontal and vertical angles can be
used in the same stream, but
horizontal is recommended.

ADDING
CAMERAS

To add other participants or cameras, click the "Invite" button in the
bottom centre of the broadcast studio. This will provide a web URL/link
that can be used on phones/tablets to add additional cameras to the
broadcast. The host controls when these cameras are live.

STEP  7

STEP  8

NOTE :  We recommend using headphones to prevent any
audio echo or feedback.
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LIVE STREAMING
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS



Select the "Application Window"
tab and choose the window that
displays your slides. If you want
to use any audio from this
computer, select "Share Audio"
when sharing your screen.

ADDING
POWERPOINT

Whatever you use to display lyrics or media on screen (PowerPoint,
EasyWorship etc...) can be added to StreamYard by following the same
steps as adding cameras. Use the URL provided to join the backstage.
Click "Share Screen." It is important that this computer is already displaying
lyrics/media within your corps.

STEP  9

STEP  10

NOTE :  
The host will be able to control when to share any
lyrics/media to the live stream. They can keep the
speaker or musician on the screen and display lyrics at
the same time.
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LIVE STREAMING
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS


